Open Source Hong Kong (OSHK) Constitution

1. Open Source Hong Kong (開源香港) (in short form: OSHK) is a organisation which is aimed to connect and promote global open source technology.
2. “Open Source” is the term originated in computer software development, which means the source code of computer programs are released to the public in a open license.
3. Open Source Hong Kong is also aimed to promote development of open technology and digital creative culture, for examples (but not limited to), open data, open hardware, creative commons.
4. To achieve aims listed in this constitution, Open Source Hong Kong organise meetings, seminars, conferences, online discussions and others activities.
5. OSHK Members acknowledges and agrees the philosophy and concept of open source software development.
6. Executive Committee is formed by founders and voting members.
7. Annual membership terms are applicable to Voting and Regular memberships.
8. Voting Members are active professional members with certain working and contribution experiences in open source technology community. Voting members have voting rights at OSHK meetings and also rights of regular membership.
9. Regular Members are members who have rights to attend OSHK events regularly.
10. Online Members are activity-based temporary membership which are participating OSHK online meetings. Online membership is expired after each online meetings, online membership can be extended for next meeting by executive committee.
11. Founders and Executive Committee members of Open Source Hong Kong can revise and modify this constitution from time to time in executive committee meetings.

First version of This Constitution is written on 2015/04/29, the date of OSHK formation.

Signed by President of Open Source Hong Kong)